
If you cannot making it to meetings but would like to be involved in any SSTF projects contact Ben Hunt huntb@rpi.edu 

Next meeting the green corp task-list will be presented and 3-4 groups will break off at a time. This will allow everyone 

who is interested to get involved in development work groups. 

How are SSTF and the Green Corp related to one another?           

 The Green Corp is not exclusive…? 

a. “Extensible” and “Agile” are better action descriptors  

b. The Green Corp’s extensibility does not increase the core group’s size  

i. Rather, it is done by interfacing with many smaller implementing work groups. 

ii. Each work group includes one or two core members. 

c. So what is difference between SSTF and the Green Corp? 

i. SSTF is changing; becoming more wholly composed of students. 

1. Although administrators and faculty attend our meetings and are part of SSTF, we are a 

student organization. 

2. The Green Corp heavily pulls in administrators to work on institute advancement projects. 

3. Even though we could execute capital projects, this is in the faculty/administrative area 

a. Administrators have control of policy and capital, thus there are less hoops to 

jump to implement a capital project 

b. Organization of large scale projects is easier given facilities and staff than in 

contrast, if you are a group of students.  

ii. SSTF should still develop all the projects it is working on. 

1.  Working with the Green Corp on projects formal documentation can be presented and 

capital resources obtained if required. 

2. Smaller projects can be publicized but directly implemented. 

d. Are students excluded from the Green Corp?  

i. Absolutely not , students are in the Green Corp 

ii. Student involvement serves multiple purposes 

1. Contribution of student opinion to the capital projects 

2. To form an interlink between SSTF and the Green Corp 

3. A contact for harnessing student groups to work on capital projects 

“I think SSTF was not intended to be a coordinating body because that implies control, it was intended to be a clearing 

house support group.” – Rick Hart  

Having the different groups, Ecologic, ESW and Terra Café meet, allowed for ideas to bounce and initiatives eventually to 

be created.  Today we do updates and group members share their thoughts for better operation to enhance the 

community. SSTF is not just these (mentioned) groups, but an amalgam of many groups and individuals. 

New people and their interests:  

Composter, Biodiesel  and Recycling  -- Dillon Mysliwic     

Recycling and Group Energy Saving  --Michelle Sharev 

Bicycling, Publicity, SCAVNET, Concerto and Trayless  -- Jay Walker 

Education, Recycling Trip and Methane Recovery  -- Kevin Luczak     

Greenroofs and Compost  --James D  

SCAVNET, Bicycles  --Megan  

Greening Resident Halls and use Polyculture for lawns   --Charles  

 Composting, Energy Reduction  --Dan L 

If you have any questions or desire more information on meeting topics contact Dan Corda cordad@rpi.edu  
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